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Finnish Roller Coaster…
Finland has experienced a real roller coaster in terms of
economic, employment and restructuring developments,
particularly since 1990 – and continues to do so

This results from Finland’s export dependence, very aged
demographic profile and limited workforce resources
As a result, restructuring, and maintaining cutting edge
productivity, innovation and workforce sustainability are highly
relevant themes for Finland

In 1992 Finland was hit by the worst depression in the postwar period, which – in a paradoxical way – helped Finland to
enter the 2008 global economic crisis with somewhat milder
consequences than were experienced in many other
countries, particularly concerning the banking sector

But the prospect of a protracted global disturbance poses a
serious threat for the – now evident, but still precarious recovery of the Finnish economy and labour market
GDP plummeted in 2009 by -8%
Now back on growth track (2-2,5% 2011)
Unemployment stabilised and dropping from 8%

Paper> ICT >Then what?
The most comprehensive structural change in Finnish industry has
been in the paper and forestry sectors, and in related industries
and subcontractors – the backbone of Finland’s industrial
modernisation since the country’s independence 1917 and until
the 1990s, when the baton was passed to ICT-technology,
epitomised by the global success of Nokia – now facing fierce
global competition
Finland will have to re-invent a global success once again:
•Innovations in sustainable production/ productivity? Green jobs?
•Service economy? Public services? “White jobs”?
•Biotechnology?
•?

Double-edged situation of Finland
On the one hand Finland is well-positioned to meet future
challenges:

• Broad consensus on need to invest in the ”highroad” of
competitiveness
•Very high investmentrate in R&D&I
•Rich forecast environment
•Mature level of national innovation system
•High quality education system
•Strong sense of maintaining social sustainability and
democracy
•Long tradition of consensual and coalition politics and
tripartite cooperation

Double-edged situation of Finland
But…

•World record generation change
•Limited – and diminishing workforce
•New era of transformation in social partner and tripartite
cooperation
•Tremendous pressure on local government
•Rather late in many aspects of ”green awareness” and
economy
•Strong pressure on local government (municipalities) – the
key delivered of educational, social and health services

Rich environment of forecasting
All key players are active concerning this: the government and
parliament, ministries, regions, municipalities, the social partners and
the scientific community
Foresight, anticipation and restructuring activities have focused on
some critical themes in the last decade:
• Education and training needs, the demand for labour
•Changes in qualifications and the competences of the labour force,
• Changes in different business fields and clusters and business life in
general
•Technology foresight, demographic structures, globalisation impacts
and innovation systems.
More and more attention has been paid to the cooperation of different
actors and agencies and the utilisation of the results of anticipation
projects and activities.

Overview of forecasting I
Institution

Forecast method

Key characteristic and
outputs

The Futures Committee Expert and Stakeholder
in the Finnish Parliament Networking, Committee
work

Dialogue of
stakeholders,
Government and
Parliament, Reports, 5 –
15 year forecast

National Foresight
Inter-ministerial
Network of the Ministries cooperation of various
forecasts in sectors

Forum for discussing the
results of the anticipation
work carried out in the
administrative sectors.

Foresights and
Various qualitative and
restructuring activities of quantitative methods
the Ministry of
Employment and the
Economies

Long term forecasting on
central level, mid-to
short on regional
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Ministry of Education and Various qualitative and
Culture
quantitative forecast
methods of competences
VOSE and MITENNA
and skills needs

VATTAGE –model of
Government Institute for
Economic Research
(VATT)

Applied General
Equilibrium Model (AGE)

Education Intelligence
Foresight System of the
Confederation of Finnish
Industries (EK)

Series of anticipation
projects anticipating
changes in the industrial
environment

Short to long term
forecasting of
educational needs and
combining to quantitative
forecasts of the national
economy and labour
markets
Quantitative model for
long-term forecasts of the
development of the
economy and labour
markets
Qualitative long term
forecasting including
networking, workshops,
Delphi surveys, virtual
platforms
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Finnsight 2015 Science and
Technology Foresight

Joint foresight project of the
Academy of Finland and
Tekes, the Finnish Funding
Agency for Technology and
Innovation. The project was
carried out in 2005-2006
ETLA (Research Institute of Nationwide regional model,
Finnish Economy) Economic which is linked to the global
Five Year Regional
economy.
Forecasting System

Tekes (Funding Agency for
Technology and Innovation)
foresight systems

Various quantitative and
qualitative forecasts on
technology and innovation

The core of the foresight
project comprised ten expert
panels, each of which was
composed of twelve experts
producing forecasts
This model produces fiveyear projections for regional
GDP for both production
and employment in 30
industries on a twice-yearly
basis.
Key focus of Tekes is
technology foresight and its
impact on technology and
innovation policy in Finland.
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SITRA ( Finnish Innovation
Fund) foresight systems

Expert networking and
analysis

VTT (Technical Research
Centre of Finland) foresight
systems

A broad set of foresight
activities related to high-end
technology and innovation

TKTT Regional Foresight
Model

Interactive network based
regional foresight model
using qualitative and
quantitative methods

Surveys on the Need for
Workforce and Training of
Enterprises + Occupational
Barometer

Foresight topics are (1)
Future of welfare and
everyday living (2) The
future of work life (3) The
future of the public sector (4)
Multiculturalism (5) The
future of environmental
technology
Key projects in its Nordic cooperation have been (1)
Foresight Biomedical
Sensors, (2) Nordic ICT
Foresight and (3) Hydrogen
Foresight Project.

Short-to-mid term forecasts
of labour market demands
on a regional-local level

Selected questions for debate
Forecasting and
managing
restructuring

Challenges, dilemmas

Questions

Long-term
forecasting

•Unpredicatability
•Transformations of
economic/job/skills
boundaries
•Change of work/career
attitudes and patterns

•Danger of remaining in
old bullpens – ”backmirror
thinking”?
•Oversupply of forecasting
– undersupply of
digesting, cooperation and
adaptation?

Short-term
forecasting

•Transformations of
company recruitment
and needs
•Transformations of
local government

•Really understanding
company needs ”from the
inside”?
•How to deal with the very
uneven development of
local government?

VATTAGE –model of Government Institute for
Economic Research (VATT)
Based on Applied General Equilibrium Model (AGE)
Quantitative model for long-term forecasts of the
development of the economy and labour markets

Main outcome of this forecast was a confirmation that
Finland is moving towards a service economy, with a very
high future demand of social and health services (one
scenario: 120 000 new employees needed by 2025)
Impossible to fill that demand by recruitment alone –
transformations and restructuring in service production
are needed

Regional ForesightActivities and Methods on Regionallocallevel Finland

Interactive TKTT foresight model, together with a short-term
Occupational Barometer has been found to be useful in SouthWest Finland, and it now taken up also elsewhere in Finland
and abroad
The responsibility for carrying out the model on the regional
level (Centres for Economic and Employment Development)
and its networks

The targets of the Survey of the needs for workforce and
training of enterprises (TKTT-model):
1.TE-offices (emplymentoffices) interview a sample of companies of a
certainsector
2.Identifythe trainingneeds, skills and otherdevelopmentneeds of
companies (microlevel)
3.Expertpanelsmakerecommendations in order to develop the
studiedsector (macrolevel)
4.Networking of the coreactors at local and regionallevel
5. Promotethe understanding and knowledge of the
educationalinstitutions,Employment and EconomicDevelopmentOffices
(PES), Centres for Economic and EmploymentDevelopment (ELY) about the
needs of employers and sectors

Connection of the TKTT-process to the decision making
Expert panel/swot,trends,weak signals
actionplan

Interwievs

Delfoi questionary
Ning- forum

Recommendations /action plans/ sketch of innovations

DESICION MAKING
Jouni Marttinen 5.12.2007

The themes of interviews (TKTT)
Job increases and job losses by profession
Recruitment problems by profession
Training needs by profession
Changes in skills and qualifications by profession
Age distribution and retierement rate of personel

Plans in sub-contracting , networking, new business ideas
Economical situation now and in one year
Recommendations to educational institutions
Plans in outsoursing
Prospects in export
Open comments

Occupation barometer 2008-2009
1. Employment offices (TE-offices) assess the demand of 200
occupations in one year.
2. Employment offices (TE-offices) assess the balance between the
demand and supply of 200 occupations

3. These 200 occupations are classified in three gategories; a) lack of
jobseekers b) balance c) surplus of jobseekers
4. Number of jobseekers and vacancies, historical data
5. Posters are printed in Finnish, Swedish and English

Blue = Demand increases

Yellow = Balance
Red = Demand decreases

Blue = Demand increases

Yellow = Balance
Red = Demanddecreases

The Poster of the Barometer

Blue =
Shortage of
labour

White =
balance

Orange =
surplus

ChangeSecurity- A component in Finnishflexicurity
In 2005 a new, tripartite model/measure called “Change security”, was
introduced, which aims at supporting and activating laid-off employees but also
means some changes in the responsibility of employers
Co-operation model agreed between Social Partners and the Ministry of
Employment and economy

Parties are the employer, the employee and the Employment and Economic
Development Office (TE Office)
 The goal is to enhance co-operation between the employer, employees and
employment and economic development administration, to promote rapid
employment and increase security during change
 Legislation 1 July 2005 and extension 1 July 2009
Over 100.000 individual action plans made since 2005
Over 1000 companies involved (over 10 employees) since 2005

CHANGE SECURITY - FOR EMPLOYEES
Increases employees’ security in dismissals
Supports a dismissed person in the job-seeking process
Helps to find a new job as soon as possible
Employment leave (5-20 days) with full payment during the
notice period
 Seeking a job
 Attending job interviews
 Participating in counselling for outplacement and
other active measures
 Drawing up an individual employment plan
 Raised unemployment benefit (20 → 185 days)
during the active job search, training or other
active measures

CHANGE SECURITY – EMPLOYERS’
RESPONSIBILITIES
To inform the TE office beforehand about the dismissals
To inform the TE office about dismissed employees who
are covered by the change security
To prepare with the help of the TE office a common
employment action plan concerning the redundancy
situation in the company
The range of services, how they will be provided etc.

CHANGE SECURITY – TE OFFICE OFFERING
 Information sessions on employment services, education, benefits
 Job-seeking services
 Employment services
 Labour market training
 Work trials
 Advice related to entrepreneurship
 Information on the start-up grant for entrepreneurs
 Other services to develop persons’ vocational skills
 In case of dismissals concerns more than 10 persons the employment
office often organises a separate employment service unit in the
premises of the company

Responses to RestructuringChallenges: A SynopticView
Forecasting (like
VATTAGE, TKTT…)

National
GovernmentProgramme

Strategies of Ministries and
Inter-MinisterialCooperation

Translating into national and
regional-local education and
employment training

’Flexicurity’ Responses, like
Quality of Work, Transitional
Labour Markets, Change
Security, PES renewal
Strategies and policies (like
”Sustainable development”)
Social and Health Programme,
Municipalities Renewal
InnovationResponses like
TEKES programmes, Innokylä,
CarbonNeutral Municipalities
EducationalResponses,
likeRenovation of
AdultEducation
NetworkingResponses like
National Commission of
Sustainable development,

Some critical questions for the future…
Forecasting and
managing
restructuring

Challenges, dilemmas

Questions

Longtermforecasting

•Unpredicatability
•Transformations
ofeconomic/job/skillsbou
ndaries
•Change of
work/careerattitudes
and patterns

•Danger of remaining in
oldbullpens –
”backmirrorthinking”?
•Oversupply of forecasting
– undersupply of
digesting, cooperation and
adaptation?

Shorttermforecasting

•Transformations of
companyrecruitment
and needs
•Transformations of
localgovernment

•Reallyunderstandingcom
panyneeds ”from the
inside”?
•How to dealwith the
veryunevendevelopment
of localgovernment?

Further information
• For further information on the Finnish
rersponses to restructuring please refer to:
http://arenas.itcilo.org/countries/finland

Thankyou!

